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Barsam, Richard Meran. In the Dark; A Primer for the Movies. Viking, 1977. 76-58506. 216p.
illus. $10.00.
An excellent introduction to the history and art of the film is divided into three
R sections: history, production, and criticism. Although Barsam turns the occasional
8- florid phrase and is not always objective in his evaluations, he writes with knowl-
edgeable authority and he covers some aspects, especially in the second section of
the book, that are not explored in other books about motion pictures, explaining the
roles of major and minor members of production teams. Barsam puts less emphasis
on stars than on directors, and in the final section-after discussing the basic ele-
ments of film criticism-he analyzes two films in depth to illustrate his views. A
divided bibliography, a list of Barsam's choices for the most important films made in
the last century, a list of distributors of 16mm. films, and an index are appended.
Brooks, Jerome. The Testing of Charlie Hammelman. Dutton, 1977. 77-7493. 144p. $6.95.
Charlie, who tells the story, is a high school junior. His father has a traveling job
R and is home only once a week; Charlie knows his father is industriously unfaithful
7-10 and that his mother suffers; he also knows that his father wants him to be thin and
athletic. Charlie's plump, shy, and so terrified of being seen naked by other boys that
he's taken R.O.T.C. as an alternative to swimming. But there's a new rule; every-
body must take a swim test. This horrifies Charlie so much that he sees a psychiatrist
(once) and actually tells his best friend. Never, never, does Charlie expect help from
a girl, but on a weekend trip to visit a girl who's working at a camp, Charlie finds that
Shirley understands him, loves him, and encourages him to the point where he can
talk to his father and he can strip in the locker room. And it all works out! Sometimes
funny, often tender, this is-despite some passages that lag-a true and touching
story of an adolescent. It is permeated throughout by the boy's grief over the death of
a favorite teacher, and it deals much more kindly than many contemporary adoles-
cent novels with adults: Charlie's father tries to change, the psychiatrist is kind and
constructive, and the teacher, seen through Charlie's memories, is clearly a person of
warmth and integrity.
Chalmers, Mary. Merry Christmas, Harry; written and illus. by Mary Chalmers. Harper,
1977. 76-58715. 32p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.11 net.
Red, black, and white are used by Chalmers for tidy, clean pictures of the small cat
Ad of several other "Harry" books. Here his cooperative mother consults Santa Claus
3-5 in a department store when Harry announces the one thing he wants for Christmas is
yrs. a baby kitten. Early on Christmas morning (Santa's sleigh having been airborne the
night before) there's a squeaky voice from the bassinet; Harry soon learns that
there's more than play to having a baby kitten. While he seems to enjoy having a
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sibling, and the Christmas setting will appeal, it may confuse young children to see a
cat getting a kitten for Christmas, since many of them are well aware of the fact that
kittens are born to cats.
Cleary, Beverly, Ramona and Her Father; illus. by Alan Tiegreen. Morrow, 1977. 77-1614.
186p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed. $6.01 net.
Another warm, funny, pithy story about Ramona, now in second grade, has some
R problem situations, large and small, but it is the engaging candor of Ramona, ex-
3-5 pressed in Cleary's impeccably authentic dialogue and exposition, that gives validity
to the book. Daddy loses his job and there are resultant strains on family finances and
relationships, but life goes on. In any household containing Ramona it could hardly
do otherwise.
Colman, Hila. Sometimes I Don't Love My Mother. Morrow, 1977. 77-23445. 190p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.43 net.
A recent high school graduate and an only child, Dallas is doubly crippled by her
R father's death, for they had been closer than she and her mother. First, there is her
7-12 grief; second, there is the fact that her mother clings to her, so that Dallas can't go to
college, can't even see her friends without her mother joining them. Torn between
protective pity and strong resentment, Dallas finds it hard to declare her indepen-
dence; she eventually does so, in logical fashion, but not before both mother and
daughter have explored the intricacies of a taut emotional conflict. Colman, while
sympathetic toward her young protagonist, makes the reader see clearly the internal
conflict of each, and, while they are reacting to a stress situation, there is enough that
is universal so that any reader can identify with the typical identity-search of adoles-
cence.
Cosner, Shaaron. American Windmills; Harnessers of Energy; diagrams by Marie and Nils
Ostberg. McKay, 1977. 76-58368. 50p. $6.95.
Cosner describes, in separate chapters, windmills of early America, of the west,
Ad Grandpa's Knob (a huge experimental windmill in Vermont), and-with the in-
4-6 creased need today for power sources-the windmills used now or planned for the
future. The book gives accurate information and is adequately organized, but it has
the static quality of a compilation of notes from sources; the sources are cited.
Curry, Jane Louise. The Birdstones. Atheneum, 1977. 77-3392. 182p. $6.95.
Only in the second half of this fantasy does it become clear that it is, indeed, a
Ad fantasy; it is a sequel to The Daybreakers. A group of sixth-grade girls invents,
5-6 registers, and turns in papers for a mythical student whom they call Dayla Jones;
then they-and the police-are perplexed by a rash of burglaries and malicious
mischief, then they discover that there actually is a Dayla Jones. Some of the boys
(who, like the girls, were involved, in the earlier story, with people of an ancient
culture) are also curious, and one of them admits that he knows who Dayla is.
Through the magic of three stone birds, she has come from another time and her real
name was/is Dalea, and the man who has taken her in just happens to be her real
grandfather from that other time. There are evil men who also participate in the time
shift, are responsible for the burglaries, and are foiled in their last-ditch attempt to get
at Dalea by the combined efforts of the sixth graders. Curry writes well and, to an
extent, she blends fantasy and realism well, but her story is marred by such coinci-
dences as the similarity of names and by the complexity of the relations among a
too-large cast of contemporary and time-shift characters.
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De Paola, Thomas Anthony. Helga's Dowry; A Troll Love Story; written and illus. by Tomie
de Paola. Harcourt, 1977. 76-54953. 28p. Trade ed. $7.95; Paper ed. $2.95.
Without a dowry, Helga is forbidden by law to marry her swain, Handsome Lars.
Ad The "loveliest Troll in three parishes," Helga is understandably miffed when Lars
K-3 agrees to wed Plain Inge, whose ample dowry will make Lars the richest Troll in the
land, save for the Troll King. So Helga goes off and, by wile and guile, amasses an
even bigger dowry than Plain Inge's. Turncoat Lars decides he loves Helga more
than ever, but she spurns him-and then the Troll King appears, by sheer chance,
and announces that he already loves Helga for what she is. So there are two wed-
dings. Most of the fun is in Helga's magical despatch of loot-producing tasks (35
cows in return for doing an enormous laundry by sundown) and in the blatant ugliness
of lovely Helga and handsome Lars; the pictures are in Tomie de Paola's usual
rustic-peasant style, and the text has, despite a tinge of contrivance, a structure that
is within the folktale tradition.
Domanska, Janina, ad. The Best of the Bargain. Greenwillow, 1977. 76-13010. 29p. illus.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.35 net.
Adapted from a Polish trickster tale, the story of Hugo, a wily hedgehog, and the
Ad slow-thinking fox, Olek, is illustrated with mixed media in stylized pictures notable
K-2 for their effective composition and brilliant colors. Offering to share his orchard
harvest and his labor for half of Hugo's crop, Olek agrees to take what grows below
ground when Hugo plants wheat; the year before he had been duped by agreeing to
take what was above ground when Hugo planted potatoes. Twice-thwarted, Olek
appeals to ajudge, who decrees that all the bounty will belong to the winner of a race.
Hugo sends in a series of relatives who, in short dashes, beat the fox; when invited to
another season of crop-sharing, Olek refuses. The flat, abrupt ending is disappoint-
ing.
Flory, Jane. The Unexpected Grandchildren; illus. by Carolyn Croll. Houghton, 1977. 77-
5085. 31p. $6.95.
A quiet, tidy couple, the childless Newtons lived primly alone, never even permit-
Ad ting neighborhood children to walk on their grass. One day they get a letter (which
K-2 proves to have been misdelivered) in which some children promise to pay a surprise
visit; it is signed "Your Unexpected Grandchildren." This awakens a maternal
yearning in Mrs. Newton, and her loving husband makes an effort to get small
visitors. They make toys and bake cookies, and have a glorious day with a large
number of children (assorted ages and colors) who've been invited in, and they look
forward to another juvenile inundation the next week. The message is loving, but the
conversion isn't quite convincing. The writing style is adequate; the busy illustra-
tions are somewhat distracting.
Freschet, Berniece. Little Black Bear Goes For a Walk; illus. by Glen Rounds. Scribner,
1977. 77-1588. 32p. $5.95.
The scruffy, bow-legged cub in the vigorous pen and ink drawings adds humor to
R the simple, direct tone of the bland text. Little Black Bear makes his first solo trip
1-2 while his mother naps; he falls into an icy stream, he avoids a bristling porcupine, he
is stung by a bee and comforted with licks from his mother. Everything he does is
based on authentic bear behavior, and in addition to being accurate the book offers
encouragement to beginning readers who are moving toward independence, for its
message is that one learns by experience and is safe if one proceeds with cautious
common sense.
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Galinsky, Ellen. The Baby Cardinal; written and photographed by Ellen Galinsky. Putnam,
1977. 77-5083. 28p. $5.95.
Photographs, some so fuzzy that the birds can't be seen clearly, record a baby
M cardinal falling off a branch on which it is perched, hiding under some bushes, and
1-3 being found by its parents. The text does not give much information, it has no story
line, and it is padded by pictures of other birds: "Maybe it was his mother or father.
But it was a pair of mourning doves looking for food before returning to their nest of
two eggs," accounts for three pages of text and pictures, for example.
Haynes, Betsy. The Ghost of the Gravestone Hearth. Nelson, 1977. 77-1978. 128p. $5.95.
Having come to the beach for the summer, Charlie was bored. He squabbled with
M his sister Nanabelle, and daydreamed. Then he had a dream of fire; waking, he saw a
4-6 curiously small flame travel up his bedroom wall, and when the firemen came and
tore down the wall, there was a huge hearth-and above it was a gravestone, a stone
that nobody else could see. Thus began Charlie's acquaintance with a ghost, a
sixteen-year-old who had died over two centuries before and wanted Charlie's help in
digging up some treasure he had buried while a pirate's slave. The author has stuffed
the dialogue with "ye" and "thee" (as well as "you") and "matey" and "aye" but
it's never convincing, nor are the several episodes in which Charlie and the ghost go
treasure-digging. They find the chest, but the gold is gone. The ghost disappears, and
so does the gravestone that had been visible only to Charlie. And that's the end,
although Charlie envisions looking for the place the treasure had been buried a
second time by another ghost. The ghost-and therefore the fantasy-is just a bit too
cute to be believable, and there is no character development in the realistic se-
quences. Indeed, save for the brother-sister tiffs, there are few signs of any re-
lationships. The plot, because of the ghost and the buried treasure, will attract some
readers, but the story has no distinction of style and the plot is labored.
Hildick, Edmund Wallace. The Top-Flight Fully-Automated Junior High School Girl Detec-
tive; illus. by Iris Schweitzer. Doubleday, 1977. 76-42337. 195p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $5.90 net.
Thirteen-year-old Alison, her younger sister Jeanie, and her friend Emmeline de-
Ad cide to take on the job of ferreting out the person who has found and used Em-
4-6 meline's father's lost credit card. Since Mr. Grant feared he would lose his job
because he worked for the credit card company (his boss was out of town for a week
and would be furious when he came back and learned of Grant's carelessness) there
is pressure on the self-appointed detectives. They race around Manhattan, deducing
madly and sometimes erroneously, and finally discover it's the sister of the boss, an
eccentric spinster, who has charged hundreds of dollars' worth of goods. All ends
happily and not quite believably after an overextended hue and cry, but the slick,
humorous dialogue and the tenacity of Alison and the other two should attract
readers.
Lassalle, Nancy, ed. A Midsummer Night's Dream; The Story of the New York City Ballet's
Production; illus. with photographs by Martha Swope. Dodd, 1977. 77-6630. 6 4 p.
$6.95.
Prefaced by an introduction that seems addressed to adult readers, this is a series
M of photographs accompanied by descriptive and prosaic captions ("The young man is
4-5 awakened by Helena whom he immediately loves. Unfortunately, the man is
Lysander, and Helena tries to run away from him.") Balanchine's version for the
New York City Ballet, pictured here, is based more on the Mendelssohn music than
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on the Shakespeare play, although portions of the play are quoted at length, differ-
entiated from the captions by use of italics. What results, alas, is rather a
hodgepodge; since the reader has neither music nor movement to help in comprehen-
sion, the pictures/captions give only part of the action or the story.
Lemaitre, Odon-J6rome. The Dance; by Odon-Je6rme Lemaitre and Yvette Chauvire. Bar-
ron's Educational Series, 1977. 47p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $4.76 net.
First published in France, a book that is primarily about ballet technique is printed
M in confusing format: some pages have two columns of type, in others the type
4-6 stretches across part of a page; on some facing pages the text on each refers to
pictures that are chiefly on the facing page, while elsewhere text and pictures relating
to it are on the same page. Crowded into the final pages are facts about the Paris
Opera school, "The Most Famous Ballets" (four), "The Great Dancers" (four), and
some leading ballet company directors and choreographers. Some addresses for bal-
let schools in England, France, and the United States are included; end pages pro-
vide a partial glossary.
Levy, Elizabeth. Something Queer at the Library; illus. by Mordicai Gerstein. Delacorte,
1977. 76-49906. 42p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
Gwen and Jill solve another mystery when they find that pictures have been cut out
R of the library books they've charged out. They fear that the librarian will think they
2-4 did the damage and decide they must find and expose the real culprit. They've taken
the books in order to learn how to train Jill's languid basset hound for a dog show,
and it is at the show that they combine clues and find a girl who has no dog but yearns
for one. Punishment is gentle and logical, and while the plot isn't very substantial,
both author and artist extract every bit of humor they can from the placid dog (who
wins a surprise award) and the chase scene that ensues when Gwen and Jill confront
the malfeasant.
Lobel, Adrianne. A Small Sheep in a Pear Tree. Harper, 1977. 76-58721. 31p. illus. Trade ed.
.$5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
The running gag here is the substitution of "sheep" for all other objects in the old
M carol of "The Twelve Days of Christmas," so that the text reads, "The ninth day of
K-2 Christmas my true love sent to me nine sheep drumming, eight sheep a-milking, seven
sheep a-swimming, six sheep a-laying," and so on. Some of the pages (sheep swim-
ming, for example) don't actually show the sheep engaged in the cited activity, so this
really is far less entertaining than Kempadoo's Letters of Thanks or Brian
Wildsmith's The Twelve Days of Christmas. The illustrations have a prim tidiness,
with small pictures (on the pages that carry text) facing framed pictures that cumu-
late; pastel colors are used for stiff but nicely composed pages.
Low, Joseph. The Christmas Grump; written and illus. by Joseph Low. Atheneum, 1977.
77-3903. 28p. $6.95.
A mouse who never receives any presents, Sam is disgruntled and surly about all
Ad the fuss made by the people in his house. He maliciously scratches the Christmas
3-5 record, scatters presents about, and knocks the stockings down. Then Santa comes,
yrs. leaves some presents for Sam, and goes up the chimney and away. Sam is so pleased
that he puts a new record on, weaves ribbon through the pile of presents, and even
joins softly in the singing when the family gathers the next morning. While Low's
frisky,scrabbly pictures have flair and humor, the story--despite its combined ap-
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peals of mouse and holiday-is insubstantial even for a picture book audience, and its
message is hardly the epitome of the Christmas spirit.
Lowery, Barbara. Oil; illus. by Tony Herbert. Watts, 1977. 76-48629. 48p. (Easy-Read
Books). $3.90.
Describing first some of the many uses of oil as an energy resource or of oil
Ad byproducts, Lowery goes on, in a continuous text, to discuss the ways in which oil is
2-4 formed, detected, brought to the surface of the earth or sea, transported, fraction-
ated, and delivered. The pedestrian illustrations are inadequately labelled; the text is
spaciously printed and is written in straightforward but slightly patronizing style:
"Look at all the oil rigs!" or "People find a place where they think there may be oil."
McGraw, Eloise Jarvis. A Really Weird Summer. Atheneum, 1977. 76-28718. 217p. illus.
$6.95.
Sent to stay with a great-aunt and uncle because his parents had separated,
R twelve-year-old Nels, oldest of four children, finds that there is little to do. Aunt
5-7 Ruth and Uncle Fred are busy taking care of the rambling old building that was once
an inn, and Nels often resents the forced association with his next-younger brother
Stevie. Investigating a peculiarity of the inn's architecture, Nels comes across a
hidden room and a strange boy, Alan. The two become friends, but Nels keeps Alan
a secret, and only gradually realizes that in encountering his new friend he has
stepped into another time. Alan wants Nels to stay with him forever; Nels is almost
trapped but is rescued by Stevie, and only then becomes aware of how dear this
brother is to him. The writing style is polished, the characterization and dialogue
convincing, and the plot a deft blend of realism and fantasy, concocted with balanced
treatment and a mounting suspense.
Mack, Stan. Where's My Cheese? Pantheon Books, 1977. 77-3443. 25p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95;
Library ed. $4.99 net.
Although Mack's drawings are in cartoon style, the space of double-page spreads
Ad affords him the chance to show wildly exuberant action across improbable land-
4-6 scapes in which hills tilt sharply up and down and houses perch at odd angles at their
yrs. summits. The text, in the format of a rhyming game, has a man and the woman who
wants her share of his cheese chasing about after the mouse that gnawed the. rope that
tripped the butcher that caught the pig, et cetera, et cetera, as they screech question
and answer dialogue together. Not original, but brisk and amusing in treatment.
Manchel, Frank. Women on the Hollywood Screen. Watts, 1977. 76-56771. 122p. illus. $6.90.
After an introductory chapter that discusses the changing image of the "Hol-
Ad lywood woman," Manchel makes a chronological survey of major female stars from
7- Florence Lawrence and Sarah Bernhardt to Louise Lasser and Cecily Tyson. As he
has done in other books about motion pictures and screen players, he relates popular-
ity of individual players and types of films in which they starred to the wider society
and changing attitudes or mores. There's always a pleasant nostalgia to books about
the history of an entertainment medium, and Manchel is a capable and authoritative
writer, but this seems less cohesive than his earlier books, perhaps because his topic
is so broad; other books have dealt with one kind of film (science fiction, for example)
or with one group of players (comedians.) Chapter titles are, unfortunately, not
indicative of contents ("Fame and Fortune," "Lost Victories," "Moving Back-
ward," and so on) but there is access to the text through an index. A selective
reading list is included.
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Mayer, Mercer, illus. A Poison Tree and Other Poems. Scribner, 1977. 76-57732. 47p. $7.95.
Poems about emotions have been selected with discrimination and are illustrated in
R black or brown and white pictures that are quite unlike the artist's previous work.
5- The pictures are soft and grainy in texture, subtly shadowed and very simple in
structure: a plant dimly seen behind a window, a small bird perched on a child's
shoulder, a tree trunk in half-light. The poems are all brief; they are about friendship
and loneliness, fear, love, and longing; most of the poets are contemporary and they
include Spender, Roethke, Giovanni, Hayden, Hughes, Stevens, and Merriam.
Mercer, Charles E. Jimmy Carter; illus. by Ruth Sanderson. Putnam, 1977. 77-1861. 64p. (See
and Read Books). $4.29.
Material on presidents is always needed, and this will be one of the first about our
Ad thirty-ninth president, but it is simplistic if adequate. The text is continuous, the print
2-4 is large, the tone just misses being adulatory, and the illustrations-soft, realistic
pencil sketches-are nicely matched to the textual references. The treatment is fairly
well balanced; the author, a Putnam editor, seems to have made an effort to clarify
the fact that Jimmy Carter and his mother have never practiced discrimination
against black people in their southern town.
Moeri, Louise.A Horsefor X.Y.Z. illus. by Gail Owens. Dutton, 1977. 76-55739. 99p. $6.95.
The "X.Y.Z." of the title refers to twelve-year-old Solveig's wish that she could
Ad answer a roll-call with "Xenia Y. Zilch," and to her image of X.Y.Z. as a daring
4-6 heroine. Solveig doesn't intend, when she hops off a bus that's leaving camp, to have
an adventure; she only wants a chance to ride a spirited horse, Snake Dancer.
Sandoz, the riding master, had said he was too dangerous, but Solveig finds that
Snake Dancer-although he gives her a wild ride-can be controlled. The bus is
gone, however, when she returns to camp, and there are some suspiciously hostile
strangers at camp. Solveig's problems in coping with solitude, fear, and a torrential
rain are believably described; the mystery of the strangers (horse thieves led by
Sandoz and looking for Snake Dancer, a stolen race horse) is rather less credible.
The book is weakened slightly by long passages in which there is no enlivening
dialogue but a combination of description and Solveig's ruminations.
Moeri, Louise. How the Rabbit Stole the Moon; illus. by Marc Brown. Houghton, 1977.
77-3158. 38p. $7.95.
An original tale in the folk tradition is illustrated by stylized, rather stiff, textured
R drawings in earth colors and explains how the moon and the stars came to be.
K-2 Although the title may be misleading, since one might infer that the moon itself had
been stolen rather than that it is a stolen piece of the sun, the story is nicely told and
uses the familiar competition device of the genre. Tired of the cold, dark nights, all the
animals agree to ask the sun for a piece of its light; the elk, bear, and snake each try
convincing the sun after laboriously making their way to the top of the highest
mountain; the others laugh when rabbit then says he will try. The sun again in-
dignantly refuses, but rabbit leaps up and bites out a piece of the sun. He falls and the
piece fractures, but he throws the segments into the sky, where they become moon
and stars. And that is how ...
Moore, Clement Clarke. The Night Before Christmas; illus. by Elisa Trimby. Doubleday,
1977. 77-71994. 22p. $5.95.
The most familiar of Christmas poems is illustrated by framed pictures in the
Victorian tradition. Some of the softly-colored drawings are large-scale, some are
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small insets, but both kinds are replete (but not overcrowded) with period details.
R Santa Claus is shown in the costume described in the poem rather than in the red garb
5-7 he has come to wear, and he is pictured as a tiny man. The details of costume,
yrs. architecture, and small objects are consistent with period setting and are meticu-
lously drawn.
Mooser, Stephen. The Ghost with the Halloween Hiccups; illus. by Tomie De Paola. Watts,
1977. 77-6271. 29p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.90 net.
Scheduled to play the ghost in a Hallowe'en play, Mr. Penny has a severe case of
Ad hiccups. After trying all the remedies suggested by various people, Mr. Penny is
2-3 finally frightened out of his hiccups by two children in their holiday costumes-a
dragon and a bat-and so he is able to go on stage and, the lightweight story con-
cludes, he "was the best ghost ever." The drawings are typical of Tomie de Paola's
work, but not outstanding; the familiarity of the problem and the Hallowe'en setting
should have some appeal for young independent readers, but it's really just a drawn-
out gag situation.
Morrison, Lillian. The Sidewalk Racer and Other Poems of Sports and Motion. Lothrop,
1977. 77-907. 62p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
While many of the poems in this collection have been previously published, it's
R nice to have them pulled together for the same audience that enjoyed Fleming's
5- Hosannah the Home Run! although this has less variety of style. The poems are
written from the viewpoint of the participant or of the spectator; all are crisp, sharp,
brief impressions of a memory, a mood, or a high moment, and most of the poems
have a fluidity that are admirably suited to their subjects.
Murphy, Barbara Beasley. No Place To Run. Bradbury, 1977. 76-57911. 176p. $6.95.
Fifteen, oldest of four, Billy and his family have recently moved to Manhattan; the
Ad one friend he has made is Milo (self-styled "Milo the Cougar") who isn't in a gang
7-9 but wants to do the kind of thing gang members do. He inveigles Billy into spraying
paint on a sleeping drunk; later Billy discovers the man has died. He also learns that
Milo has painted a picture of the spraying (with an identifiable Billy) for the school art
contest. Heartsick, Billy stays out all night, refuses to speak to anyone, is suspended
from school. His father rages, his mother is anguished, his minister tries to help.
Only when he learns that the man has died in a diabetic coma does Billy accept
himself-but he has learned that there is no place to run, no place to hide. The story
has a note of didacticism, a certain amount of rough dialogue and swearing, and some
rather deliberate efforts to depict theseamier side of urban life (Billy's encounter with
some hoboes, his meeting with a tough subway guard) but they don't have convic-
tion. The characterization is rather superficial, the relationships believable, the plot
realistic but labored.
Nourse, Alan Edward. Vitamins. Watts, 1977. 76-47505. 66p. illus. $4.47.
For older readers than the audience for the Malcolm Weiss or Hettie Jones books
R on the subject, this is serious and authoritative, yet written in a direct style. Nourse,
6-9 a physician (probably best known to readers as a writer of science fiction), is objec-
tive about controversial topics such as the value of massive doses of vitamin C, his
material is organized well, and he includes a brief list of books for further reading and
an index. The text balances nicely such aspects as early research, the nature of
vitamins, the causes and cures of dietary deficiencies, the various kinds of foodstuffs
and the ways in which the human body uses them, and some sensible advice about
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use of vitamins. Diagrams are adequate; photographs-especially those paired pic-
tures of before-and-after patients-are dramatic.
O'Hanlon, Jacklyn. Fair Game. Dial, 1977. 76-42929. 96p. $6.95.
Fourteen, Denise has more than her share of adolescent worries, not just things
Ad like being flat-chested but a fear that she will, like her father, end her days in a mental
7-9 home and her fears about her stepfather, an alcoholic voyeur. She's afraid to tell her
mother that Ray, her stepfather, watched her when she had stripped to the waist to
wash her hair. She is upset when she discovers that her best friend doesn't want to
come over because of Ray. Her mother has seemed so happy since marrying Ray,
Denise doesn't want to tell her . . . but she does, when she learns that Ray has
frightened her younger sister. And so Ray goes, and Momma suffers but adjusts. The
story is a credible but not very substantial slice-of-life tale, written adequately but not
with depth; despite the fact that mother and daughters have a clear-the-air talk and
that Denise, at the close of the story, makes a friendly overture to a boy she's met
once before, the book is mildly depressing.
Olsen, Ib Spang. The Boy in the Moon; written and illus. by Ib Spang Olsen. Parents'
Magazine, 1977. 74-1418. 26p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.41 net.
The pages of this picture story are printed sideways, so that the spine is like the top
Ad of a calendar; this emphasizes the direction of the action, for most of the story is
K-2 about the Boy in the Moon falling down to earth. He's been sent by the Man in the
Moon to fetch "that other Moon," the one he sees reflected in a pool of water. The
boy observes clouds, an airplane, birds, people, and so on, as he tumbles down; he
finally finds a mirror at the bottom of the sea and decides the moon in there is the best
he's seen. When he returns, the Man in the Moon looks at it and agrees. There's a bit
of play on the idea of the globe shape (apples and balloons) but the single concept of
the story, the journey to earth to retrieve an image, is rather overextended. The
pictures are jaunty and colorful.
Orbach, Ruth. Apple Pigs; written and illus. by Ruth Orbach. Collins/World, 1977. 76-40472.
29p. $5.95.
Line and wash drawings are brightened by red apples that fill the somewhat awk-
M ward pictures that accompany a story told in rhyme that occasionally falters. The
K-2 story is told by a child and is overextended: a tree with bare branches says "I'll do
the rest," if the child will care for it. The apple yield is so abundant that every room
and container and piece of furniture is filled with apples, so the family holds an apple
party to which, in addition to friends, a yak and a hippo and a camel and a zebra
come. The party is such a success that it becomes a yearly event. Among the apple
recipes mentioned in the text are apple pigs (half an apple, cut to look like a pig's
face, is attached to a whole apple) and directions for making apple pigs are included.
Slight.
Oxford Scientific Films. Bees and Honey; photographs by David Thompson. Putnam, 1977.
76-45849. 26p. $5.95.
A six-page text, divided into brief topics ("The Hive," "The Queen," "Forag-
R ing," etc.) and crisply written, is followed by captioned full-page color photographs,
3-5 most of which are greatly enlarged. Text and captions give information about division
of labor, communication and cooperation, food-making, life-cycle, and the role of the
beekeeper. There is no description of the bee's structure, save for photographs and
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captions that show anatomical details; otherwise this seems as informative as the Fox
book, reviewed in the November, 1977 issue.
Parker, Elinor Milnor, comp. Echoes of the Sea; illus. by Jean Vallario. Scribner, 1977.
76-54719. 134p. $6.95.
"Time's self it is, made audible," wrote Rossetti in "The Sea-Limits," and it is the
R quality of eternal presence that permeates an excellent anthology. Parker has drawn
6- from the works of poets old and new, dividing the book into such sections as "The
Great Deep," "Sea Serpents," "Shells," "Mermaids and Mermen," and "Swim-
mers." Except for humorous poetry, the book has a broad range of moods, styles,
subjects, and forms; most of the selections are conservative in form; all of them are
distinctive in their color and imagery. Author, title, and first line indexes are pro-
vided.
Paterson, Katherine. Bridge to Terabithia; illus. by Donna Diamond. T. Y. Crowell, 1977.
77-2221. 128p. $7.95.
Jess Aarons, determined to be the best runner in his small rural school's fifth
R grade, is taken aback when the new girl in school, Leslie, beats him easily. But it is
5-7 Leslie who becomes his first friend, who opens doors into imaginative play, who
* leads him into Terabithia-the imaginary land where they are monarchs. One of a
large and stolid farm family, Jess has never met parents like Leslie's, people who talk
about books and music, people who treat him as an equal. Leslie learns compassion
and compromise from Jess; Jess gains security and insight from Leslie. Then, on a
day when Jess is on a trip with a teacher, Leslie goes to their secret spot, Terabithia,
alone. Swinging over the ravine to their haven, Leslie is killed when the rope breaks.
Jess goes through the several agonies of grief, his usually dour parents proving
unexpectedly supportive. At the close of the story, Jess builds a safe bridge to
Terabithia and brings his small, doting sister there. This is what he has gained from
his friend, the power to pass on the warmth and joy to others that he gained from
Leslie's friendship. Quite unlike Paterson's previous books in setting or theme, this
is just as beautifully crafted and convincing, but even more touching.
Paulsen, Gary. The Foxman. Nelson, 1977. 76-57974. 125p. $6.95.
Sent by a court to live with his Uncle Harvey's family in northern Minnesota, the
Ad fifteen-year-old who tells the story (his name is never used) stoically accepts the fact
7-9 that his parents are alcoholics, stoically accepts the move. What he doesn't expect,
and it comes rather quickly, is the contentment of the hard, simple way of life and the
pleasures of the northern woods. It is here that he meets the man he calls the
Foxman, a recluse with a hideously damaged face. The Foxman is used to present
pacific attitudes that are more appealing to the boy than the jovial war stories told by
his elderly relatives; while he is a believable character, the author does not
adequately clarify the attraction that brings the boy repeatedly to the Foxman's
lonely cabin, secret visits punctuated by natural emergencies like being lost in a
snowstorm. When the old man dies, the boy is alone with him and he then burns
down the cabin, sure that his friend would prefer this solitary ending to his solitary
life. The writing style and characterization are quite solid, and the author captures
the beauty and isolation of the setting, but he has created a situation more than a
story.
Peck, Ralph H. Hotel and Motel Careers. Watts, 1977. 76-49897. 63p. illus. $4.47.
Written by a travel writer and based on interviews, this is a useful vocational guide
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that covers most jobs in the hotel-motel business, from top management work to
Ad more menial positions. Peck describes each job, quotes comments by people who
7-10 hold such jobs and gives something of their background and training, and lists, for
each, the schools and courses that will prepare applicants. While the text is too brief
to allow for variations (the section entitled "Gardener" consists of two pages of print
and focuses on ajob at one level) it does give good coverage and shows the diversity
of employment opportunities in the field. A relative index is appended.
Penney, Peggy L. Surgery; From Stone Scalpel to Laser Beam. Nelson, 1977. 77-2588. 143p.
$5.95.
An exhaustive survey of medical history focuses on the barber-surgeons and doc-
Ad tors who contributed to the body of knowledge, the operative techniques, and the
7- supportive medical tools or aids such as anesthetics, x-ray, disinfectants, etc. Penney
is knowledgeable and is thorough in her coverage, which concentrates on the West-
ern world and the Occident, and the material is often dramatic. The pages are some-
what intimidating because of close-set type, and the text, already heavy with names
and facts, is weakened by occasional passages of material of minor relevance, such as
a paragraph on the decorations in the home of Hippocrates. A bibliography and an
index are included.
Prelutsky, Jack. It's Halloween; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Greenwillow, 1977. 77-2141. 56 p.
(Read-alone Books). Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
Thirteen poems with a Hallowe'en setting are illustrated with drawings that have
Ad warm, cheerful colors and brisk action; they are appropriate for the light tone of Prelut-
2-3 sky's poems, less biting and sophisticated than his usual style. The selections are
about costumes, going about the neighborhood claiming "Trick or treat," parties, and
of course some ghostly creatures as well as pumpkins and black cats. Sample: "Trick
.. " "The people in this / house were mean / When we asked for a treat / They did
not give us anything / And chased us down the street / And so we soap their win-
dows / And so we chalk their door / And so we think they'll never be / So nasty
anymore." Palatable, but not as tangy as is Prelutsky's wont.
Pringle, Laurence P. The Hidden World; Life under a Rock. Macmillan, 1977. 76-47641. 64p.
illus. $6.95.
In the cool, dark places under rocks or boards, the relatively stable temperature
R and humidity, as well as the protection of the object on the ground, afford an inviting
3-6 home to all kinds of creatures. This is the cryptosphere, the hidden world that is one
kind of miniature ecosystem. Suggesting ways to investigate such hidden worlds with
least damage to the investigator or the inhabitants, Pringle goes on to give detailed
descriptions of some of the most common creatures found under objects on earth or
in water. The photographs, many of which are magnified, are clear and detailed; a
bibliography and a relative index are appended.
Ross, Tony. Hugo and the Man Who Stole Colors; written and illus. by Tony Ross. Follett,
1977. 21p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99 net.
First published in England, a fantasy about a little mouse who, with his friend
M Belinda the fairy, tracks down the thief who has taken the colored letters out of
4-6 Belinda's magic Book (leaving her temporarily in the form of a witch), the brown
yrs. from a tree and a rabbit, the color from a toadstool. The thief is found when Hugo
and Belinda see a white castle in an equally pristine landscape. They trick the culprit
and retrieve the colors and Hugo goes home trying to think of a story his mother will
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believe. Ross, an art teacher, uses line with dextrous variation: cross-hatchings,
parallels, and shadings; they are combined with effective use of color. Both the color
of the pictures and the emphasis on color in the story may help children to be more
aware or more appreciative of color, but the repeated contrivances of the story
(Hugo meets only animals who have been robbed of their color) as well as its aura of
having been concocted as a vehicle weaken it considerably.
Ruby, Lois. Arriving at a Place You've Never Left. Dial, 1977. 77-71521. 139p. $7.50.
A collection of short stories has diversity and drama, each tale reflecting some
Ad crisis in a young person's life, but the book is weakened by the fact that some of the
7-9 stories are diffuse in structure or weak in endings. In one story, a girl sees her mother
gradually succumb to mental illness, in another two young people face (separately)
their feelings about an illegitimate child. Another pair of adolescents parts when the
boy decides his only chance to advance is to enlist, in "Heads You Go. Tails, I
Stay," and "Justice" explores the problems of a boy who has killed his father, a man
who brutally abused a younger brother. In "Spring" two young cancer patients meet
in a hospital, and in the title story a Jewish family leaves a small town because of
prejudice against them. The last story is about a kleptomaniac in a girls' school. The
issues are serious, the writing style shows promise, but the author has not yet learned
quite how to tailor the weighty material of the problems she describes to the short
story form.
St. George, Judith. The ShadAre Running; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Putnam, 1977. 76-25208.
79p. $5.29.
Set in New York State in 1833, this is a story based on a practice of that time, the
Ad racing of Hudson River steamboats. It is told from the viewpoint of young Cornelius
3-5 Van Loon, who sees a collision and alerts his village to start a rescue operation.
Participating in the rescue, Corny overcomes the fear of drowning that has led him to
resist-and irritate-his father, a fisherman. His father is also irritated because he,
like the rest of the village, is convinced it was Corny who rang the shad alarm, the
bell that announced the river shad were running. It was Corny's cousins, eight-year-
old twin girls, but he had never revealed the fact. At the close, repenting, the twins
tell all and Corny is reinstated in his father's graces. The story is adequately told, but
the family situation and the rescue operation don't quite mesh. This may be in part
due to the way just enough facts are given about some characters to facilitate the
story: for example, it is the mischief of the twins that gets Corny in trouble, and the
reason he doesn't announce their guilt (the same reason they are staying with the Van
Loons) is that they would have to go home to a brutal father. But where is their
mother, and what was her relationship to the Van Loons? and-since they are not
sent back when the truth comes out-are they staying permanently?
Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). A First Look at Flowers; by Millicent E. Selsam and Joyce Hunt;
illus. by Harriett Springer. Walker, 1977. 76-57063. 31p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$5.85 net.
Meticulously drawn pictures, black and white, of flowers and flower parts add to
R the usefulness of a succinctly written introduction to the subject, and the authors
K-3 incorporate into the text such basic scientific principles as observation, identification,
and comparison. The writing is direct and simple, occasionally asking such questions
as "Which has six and which has ten stamens?" when the illustrations below are
obvious and labelled. The text describes such differences as shape, numbers of
stamens and pistils, locations of stamens and pistils, and numbers of petals, always
reinforcing the concepts of grouping by similarities and differences.
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Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Nate the Great and the Phony Clue; illus. by Marc Simont.
Coward, 1977. 76-42461. 48p. $4.69.
Wearing, of course, a trenchcoat and a Holmesian hat, Nate (self-styled the Great)
Ad sets off to discover the nature and sender of a message for which he at first has only a
2-3 scrap of paper that says "vita." With induction, deduction, and reductio ad absur-
dum he finds that the message was unsigned, that the sender was testing him. And
how does he find this out? Because a phony clue has the same kind of printing. The
illustrations are two-color pictures of neighborhood children and pets, pictures un-
cluttered by any background detail, and drawn with vigor and humor. The story is
simply written, with large print and ample leading; it is, however, just a bit over-
extended.
Showers, Paul. A Book of Scary Things; illus. by Susan Perl. Doubleday, 1977. 76-11031. 29p.
$5.95.
While it's nice to get fears out into the open, this seems an odd melange of irra-
M tional fears and those that have a more logical base. "A spider is scary because it has
2-3 too many legs" is not on a par with fear of lightning or fear of working on a tall ladder.
The first is mentioned in passing, the second is corroborated by ster warnings about
the dangers of lightning and instructions about safety measures. A small boy rambles
on about these and other fears (cows, loud noises, the dark, flying, thunder, snakes
. .) that he has or that are held by people he knows. The illustrations, filled with
Perl's round-eyed, frowsty children, are in black and white; for no discernible rea-
son, the type is in two sizes on varying pages.
Shuttlesworth, Dorothy Edwards. Zoos in the Making; illus. with photographs. Dutton, 1977.
76-54782. 117p. $8.50.
Covering much the same material that is in Shannon and Payzant's Zoo Safari or
R Halmi's Zoos of the World, this equally thoughtful and competent book not only
5-7 describes major zoos and animal parks, but also stresses the importance of conserva-
tion and breeding of rare or endangered species that are part of the programs of such
institutions. Like the other books, this has photographs that extend the textual in-
formation about the ways in which modern facilities are laid out and the provisions
that are made for the comfort and safety of their inhabitants. Separate chapters
describe individual creatures ("The One and Only Panda") or groups of them
("Giant Vegetarians") and the final chapter discusses the various jobs at zoos and
the educational function. A brief reading list is appended.
Simon, Seymour. Beneath Your Feet; illus. by Daniel Nevins. Walker, 1977. 76-57066. 43p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.85 net.
A continuous text in large, well-spaced print is illustrated by cartoon-type draw-
R ings reminiscent of Jeanne Bendick's perky sketches. A science teacher, Simon is
2-4 experienced at presenting materials simply in books for younger readers; here he
describes the different kinds of soil, the ways in which rocks and other matter
become soil, the ways in which animals and plants improve the soil and use it, and
ways to test qualities of soil in home experiments. He closes with some suggestions
for conservation and improvement of soil that can be used by readers. Succinct and
satisfactory.
Singer, Julia. We All Come from Puerto Rico, Too; written and photographed by Julia Singer.
Atheneum, 1977. 76-46600. 71p. $6.95.
Although one adult speaks, most of the commentary is by children; the text and
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photographs together give a rich and varied picture of Puerto Rican life. A boy talks
R about his prowess as a baseball player, a girl describes her training in ballet classes, a
3-5 group of cousins visits their grandfather's farm. What the book achieves can be an
antidote to the image that appears in most children's stories set in Puerto Rico, which
is that of a place where poor people emigrated from to live in (usually) urban barrios
in the United States.
Sisson, Rosemary Anne. Will in Love. Morrow, 1977. 76-56412. 287p. Trade ed. $7.95; Li-
brary ed. $6.71 net.
First published in England under the title The Stratford Story, this is a highly
Ad fictionalized account of William Shakespeare's life from the time he first met Anne
7-10 Hathaway to his reunion with his wife after his years alone in London. It is as much
the story of his pert sister Joanne and the man she loved but fended off (a la Beatrice
and Benedick) because of her pride. Well written but highly fictionalized, the story is
strong in delineating Anne, Joanne, and some of the other members of the Shake-
speare family, but it is weaker in the characterization of William, even when he is on
the scene.
Skolsky, Mindy Warshaw. The Whistling Teakettle and Other Stories about Hannah; illus. by
Karen Ann Weinhaus. Harper, 1977. 76-21395. 70p. $5.79.
Four anecdotes about the small adventures and pleasures of Hannah are based on
Ad the author's childhood, when she lived in a small town between a river and a moun-
2-4 tain. The river and mountain are very important to Hannah, who loves to climb to the
mountaintop (it's really a hill) and see the river and the countryside, to see the clean
white of snow or hide in the tall grass of summer. In one episode, Hannah goes to the
Bronx to visit her grandparents; in another they come out to the country and she
shows her grandmother her hilltop. There's a mild humor in some of the stories,
especially in the not-quite-convincing depiction of a class and a teacher united in their
apprehension about parents' visiting day; the strongest aspect of the book is in the
affection it portrays within the family. Save for the episode of the whistling teakettle
(the whistle frightens off men who are breaking into the telephone coin box in the
Bronx store) the anecdotes have a static quality, but there's an appealing warmth and
simplicity in them.
Stevenson, James. Wilfred the Rat. Greenwillow, 1977. 77-1091. 30p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.49 net.
A lonely wanderer, Wilfred finds two friends (Dwayne is a squirrel, Ruppert a
R chipmunk) in an amusement park that is closed. The three have a marvelously enter-
K-2 taining winter, but when Dwayne and Ruppert make their annual plans to leave for
the summer, Wilfred can't resist the lure of carnival lights. He is caught between the
owner (in a roller coaster car, going down) and his ferocious dog (on the roller coaster
track, going up), jumps, lands in a pail of popcorn, and is offered a job by the owner:
a nightly jump in return for all the cheese he can eat and stardom. But Wilfred has
learned what's important in life: he turns down the offer and rejoins his two friends.
Stevenson is one of the best cartoonists on the scene; his drawings are lively and
funny and deft. The story is told in direct, unembellished style and, while the basic
plot is not highly original, the setting and the denoument's drama make it a more
palatable variant.
Van Woerkom, Dorothy O. Harry and Shellburt; illus. by Erick Ingraham. Macmillan, 1977.
77-5352. 48p. (Ready-to-Read). $6.95.
Harry the hare, dining with his friend Shellburt the tortoise, is much intrigued
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when he hears the old tale of the race between a tortoise and a hare. How silly to take
Ad a nap and let a slow tortoise beat you! Harry proposes that they have a similar race to
1-2 a large cabbage, and since Shellburt is slow and Harry is sleepy, he lays a noise-trap
for his friend so that he will wake from his nap if Shellburt should catch up. Shellburt
is a slow racer but a quick thinker; he sees the trap, avoids it, wins the race, and is
home making cabbage salad when a crestfallen Harry shows up. While useful for
reading practice and told in a pleasant, light writing style, the story is rather tepid.
The illustrations are attractive in color, soft greens and yellows; the composition is
soothingly spacious, with fine contrast between rocky boulders and soft grasses in
the outdoor scenes. The tight binding cuts into the double-page spreads.
Vogel, Ilse-Margret. Dodo Every Day; story and pictures by Ilse-Margret Vogel. Harper,
1977. 76-24302. 42p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
In six episodes (I Am Sad, I Am Bored, I Am Happy, et cetera) a small girl
Ad describes the ways in which her grandmother, Dodo, shows her love and her wis-
K-3 dom. She makes the child feel comfortable when she is ashamed, she finds an inter-
esting occupation when the child is bored, she gives her a special gift on her own
birthday. The book, dedicated to the author's grandmother, shows love and kind-
ness, and it could be an excellent base for discussion of emotion, but it may be limited
in appeal because of the quasi-poetic sentimentality. For example, Dodo has sung a
song about a bird and a bush to cheer her grandchild. "I was happy to be close to
Dodo, Dodo who was suddenly everything. She was the song. She was the blooming
elderberry bush that gave shelter to bird and song." The black and white illustrations
are soft, static, and romantic.
Walden, Amelia Elizabeth. Heartbreak Tennis. Westminster, 1977. 76-30817. 168p. $7.95.
Cindy is especially conscious of her humble origin when she is pitted against
M opponents in the country club set; a tough player, she is criticized by fans as well as
6-8 reporters. A former Wimbledon champion comes out of seclusion to help coach her;
one of the country club set woos her. She is torn between him and the nice boy in her
own crowd; the nice boy is as understanding as her other old friends. They think of
her as a winner, whereas her enemies call her "killer." But Cindy wins match after
match, and she's sure she'll go to the top. "The future. The new life. The Big Game.
The road to Wimbledon." A formula sports story plot and a formula romance are
combined in mediocre fashion and laced with sentimentality, but, given the dearth of
tennis stories, this will probably appeal to buffs on the strength of game and practice
sequences.
Wallin, Marie-Louise. Tangles; tr. from the Swedish by Gerry Bothmer. Delacorte, 1977.
77-72619. 128p. $5.95.
Translated from the Swedish, a first-person story told by a young adolescent,
Ad Ingeborg, seems primarily a horse story, but its deeper concern is the relationship
7-9 between Ingeborg and her friend Anna. Tangles is Ingeborg's horse, and she has
learned to ride with Anna's help; indeed, much of the book is devoted to anecdotes
about training and riding. But throughout there is Ingeborg's affection for Anna, her
latent desire for physical contact, her embarrassment when Anna finds (through
Ingeborg's diary) that she really is loved. There are some scenes in which the girls
embrace, and they are handled with great restraint and dignity. In the end, Anna
moves away and Ingeborg must adjust to the loss. The writing flows smoothly, and
the translation is competent; the book faces one adolescent problem with gentle
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courage, but the problem seems too subtle, perhaps, for readers who are still at the
horse-story age.
Weissman, Bari. Sam Comes to Dinner; written and illus. by Bar Weissman. Little, 1977.
76-30760. 32p. $5.95.
"A friend in need is a friend indeed," is the theme of this animal picture story
Ad book. A snobbish gourmet, Seymour the cat is preparing for a dinner party when his
5-7 new neighbor, Sam the dog, rings the bell. Seymour excuses himself, thinking that
yrs. loutish Sam will spoil the party if invited. Sam tries twice (once disguised as an
omelet pan salesman, once as a magician) to get invited. Busy at the door, Seymour
smells something burning, rushes to the kitchen, upsets all dishes in his flurry. His
friends arrive and petulantly go off to a restaurant; Sam stays to clean up and tend the
ailing Seymour. Result: friendship. The illustrations show some facility with line, but
are weak in composition and use of color. The story has several weak spots; for
example, why would anyone trying to crash a party show up as a salesman? What's
left is the style, which isn't bad, and the message, which is affirmative, and the appeal
to small children of disaster-humor.
Wells, Rosemary. Don't Spill It Again, James; written and illus. by Rosemary Wells. Dial,
1977. 77-71513. 48p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
Three short episodes with a neatly rhymed text and engaging pictures of two
R cuddly animal children, drawn with humor and softly colored, have a more gentle
3-6 note than is usual for Wells. She never becomes sugary, but in the protective love
yrs. shown by James' older brother as he copes with a- James spilling groceries, b- an
adult with reeking pipe who is befouling a train compartment in which he and James
are the other passengers, and c- a sleepy James who needs to be put to bed, there's a
genuine tenderness.
Westerberg, Christine, ad. The Cap That Mother Made; ad. and illus. by Christine Wester-
berg. Prentice-Hall, 1977. 76-48301. 28p. $5.95.
A Swedish folktale is retold in bland, artless style and is illustrated with un-
Ad cluttered drawings in soft colors. The pictures have both humorous and romantic
K-3 touches, while the story is more effective in theme than plot: a small boy goes off
wearing a lovely cap knit by his mother and refuses to give it up, even for a crown,
because he loves it so. A unicorn who craves it offers a trade: a ride for a chance to
wear the cap for five minutes. It takes Anders to the castle, where he refuses the
king's offer and gets out of an uncomfortable situation by pulling off the cap; a frog
jumps out at the king, and in the ensuing turmoil, Anders escapes. His brothers sneer
at him but his mother is pleased that he has set so high a value on her gift.
Whitney, Phyllis Ayame. Secret of the Stone Face. Westminster, 1977. 77-12161. 144p. $7.75.
Jo has come with her widowed mother to the resort property owned by the man her
M mother plans to marry, Scott Dennis. She's angry and hostile toward Scott, although
5-6 all the people she meets and likes admire him; she innocently becomes the target for a
Mr. Inklander's wrath when she finds some diamond earrings in a niche above a
carved stone face near Mountain House. Jo and another girl become increasingly
convinced that Inky is engaged in some kind of criminal activity, and in pursuit of the
mystery Jo helps solve, she also becomes friends with her prospective stepfather.
The story has an attractive setting and suspense, but the characters are stock figures;
the writing style is practiced but the plot is trite and its development labored.
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